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OVERV IEW
Cognitive maps are neuronal representations of the world. These
are required for animals to efficiently navigate. Grid cells in the
medial entorhinal cortex are heavily involved in forming a basis of
such cognitive maps. They are active at multiple locations of the
environment and these locations form an imaginary hexagonal
grid tessellating the explored space.
While firing fields in two-dimensional environments are regu-
larly spaced, grid cells seem to respond different for movements
along a linear track, a quasi one-dimensional environment. On
such a linear track, they show multiple firing fields which are
not periodically arranged and whose shape and position change
when the running direction is reversed. In both, one- and two-
dimensional environments, the firing rates of a grid cell vary
widely from field to field.
In this thesis, we investigate possible reasons that lead to the
field-to-field variability of grid cell recordings in ￿d and ￿d.
The research is presented in the from of two articles; one
accepted paper and one manuscript. Both articles are included as
single chapters preceded by a brief summary, each. The following
sections give a short overview of the thesis.
The introduction provides a recapitulation of animals’ spatial
behavior leading to the assumption that they have a cognitive
map. We review a few of the most important observations about
spatial representations in the brain. To this end, we describe the
anatomical organisation of the hippocampal formation, a brain
region containing most of the cells involved in spatial navigation
iii
and representation. A literature review about place and grid cells
follows.
In the published paper, the field-to-field variability of the grid-
cell activity along a linear track is studied (chapter ￿). For each
running direction, firing fields turn out to be compatible with a
slice through a two-dimensional (￿D) hexagonal pattern.We show
that a single hexagonal pattern can explain the one-dimensional
data if a translational shift is allowed at the movement turning
point.
In the manuscript, a possible role of the burst activity for
the field-to-field variability in two-dimensional environments is
investigated (chapter ￿). We show that burst activity plays no
role for this variability or for rate remapping. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that theta-phase coding is preserved but we do not
observe differences between the first and second half of the theta
cycle.
Finally, our results are discussed and future experiments and
analysis are proposed.
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INTRODUCT ION
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿
What is space? Philosophers, mathematicians and physicists
have been debating about the nature and essence of space for
thousands of years. The earliest reports go back to the ancient
Greeks.
In mathematics, space came a long way. It started with the ab-
straction of physical space in Euclid’s elements and went on with
Rene Descartes’ introduction of the Cartesian coordinates via
analytic geometry. Then, Gauss coined the term non-Euclidean
geometry and referred it to his own theory which is called “hy-
perbolic geometry” nowadays. For the non-Euclidean geometry
Euclid’s fifth axiom, the parallel postulate, has to be replaced
by its negation. Finally, the notation of topological space came
up. This definition relies only upon set theory and builds the
most general notion of a mathematical space that allows for the
definition of concepts such as continuity [￿￿￿]. Similarly, classical
Physics was located in a three-dimensional space until Einstein
came up with a continuum of space and time [￿￿]. At the time of
the ancient Greeks, philosophers started debating the essence of
space. Plato was convinced that space exists always, cannot be
destroyed and gives a place in which all things come to be. Much
later, Leibniz and Newton had a great debate about the definition
of space. Leibniz was convinced that space just exists as the
￿
￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
relation between objects and cannot exist if these objects do not
exist. In contrast, Newton took the view that space is the frame of
reference, in which all objects can move. This frame of reference
can exist even without objects inside [￿￿]. In "Critique of the
Pure Reason" Kant claimed, that space allows us to comprehend
experience and is not a substance, an entity in itself or a learned
experience. It is empirically real and not an illusion [￿￿].
In the following, we define space in a very pragmatic way and
think of it as a physical arena, where we live in and navigate
through [￿￿]. The abilities of animals to move in space and to
navigate are fascinating. The arctic tern, for example, lives in the
arctic for ￿￿ weeks per year and only a bit longer in the antarctic.
For the rest of the year, they fly from one home to the other one.
This means they travel around ￿￿.￿￿￿ miles per year and find
their way without a hitch. Pigeons are famous for their innate
homing ability, too. They can return from distances of up to ￿.￿￿￿
miles and therefore do not need landmarks [￿￿]. Hence, they
have been well-established as messenger pigeons since at least
￿￿￿ BC [￿￿]. They mainly use the sun or the magnetic field for
navigation. Interestingly, if they are released at the same location
multiple times, they return home by the same route very rarely
[￿￿]. In contrast, desert ants, for example, do not primarily rely
on external cues. While traveling a random path, they estimate
their position relative to the starting point. Regarding this as a
geometrical problem, they add up the vectors for each part of
the journey from the origin and take the inverse vector for the
navigation back. This is called path integration or dead reckoning.
Hereby, the vestibular organs play an important role, as they
detect the acceleration. This information is then combined with
motor efference, optic flow and in some animals echolocation or
￿.￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ – ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿
magnetoreception to allow the mammalian brain to calculate the
actual position [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. It has been shown, that desert ants
forage and return afterwards hundreds of meters by counting
steps, even through unfamiliar and identical looking environ-
ments. Mammals do not count steps but rather integrate their
head-direction and speed. With the support of somatosensory
information and motor efference copy the mammalian brain is
able to compute the position of the animal [￿￿, ￿￿]. However,
counting steps or adding up similar internal signals is a very
noisy process, especially for long-range navigation. To correct
these errors, other signals have to be used, e.g., desert ants can
navigate to a goal with the help of landmarks. Indeed, in cluttered
environments this can override the path-integration system [￿￿,
￿￿, ￿￿￿, ￿￿￿]. Thereby, the relative position of the goal to the
landmarks can be called a map. If such a map is stored in the
brain, it is referred to as a cognitive map.
Ecological observations about spatial navigation through the
physical space have been discussed for centuries. However, one
question has hardly been addressed: Where is the space or the
spatial map in the brain?
In the next section we will focus on this question. Hereby, we
concentrate on mammals - specifically on rats, as they have been
studied predominantly.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ – ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿-
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
Arantius gave the first description of the hippocampus in ￿￿￿￿
[￿￿]. He collated the protrusion on the floor of the temporal horn
to a “sea horse” (hippocampus) but alternated between this term
￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
and “silkworm”. Duvernoy, who illustrated the hippocampus
first in ￿￿￿￿, hesitated between the two terms “hippocampus” and
“silkworm”, too [￿￿]. To complicatematters, the hippocampuswas
named differently over the years. Winslow suggested the term
“ram’s horn” in ￿￿￿￿, De Garengeot preferred “Cornu Ammonis”
and Diemerbroeck (￿￿￿￿) introduced the term “pes hippocampi”
[￿￿]. These days, the structure is just called “hippocampus” and
the term "Cornu Ammonis" is only preserved in the names of the
hippocampal subfields CA￿-CA￿.
In general, the hippocampal formation is a compound struc-
ture in the medial temporal lobe composed of the dentate gyrus,
the hippocampus proper and the subiculum (Figure ￿a). The
mammalian hippocampal formation is located in the medial
temporal lobe of the brain and is involved in spatial navigation
and memory. This has been observed in several anatomical, phys-
iological and lesion experiments [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. Superficial
layers of the entorhinal cortex are the main origin of the perforant
pathway targeting hippocampus, while the hippocampal back
projection terminates in deeper layers of the cortical laminar
structure (Figure ￿b).
Throughout the hippocampal formation, background oscilla-
tions were found. These oscillations have a frequency of about ￿
Hz and are called “theta rhythm”. They were observed in the ex-
tracellular field potential [￿, ￿￿, ￿￿] as well as in the subthreshold
potentials of individual neurons [￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿￿]. Many neurons
seem to oscillate slightly faster than the extracellular field po-
tential. This leads to a phenomenon named “phase precession”.
It refers to the fact that the spikes tend to occur at successively
earlier phases relative to the ongoing theta cycle over the course of
a few theta periods [￿￿, ￿￿]. Phase precession in the hippocampal
￿.￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ – ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿
Figure ￿: Hippocampal and parahippocampal formation.
a) A nissl-stained horizontal cross section of the hippocampal
andparahippocampal formation (left panel) and amid-sagittal
view (right panel). The following abbreviations are used: the
dentate gyrus (DG), the Cornu Ammonis (CA), the medial
entorhinal cortex (MEC), the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC), the
presubiculum (PrS) and the parasubiculum (PaS). b) The stan-
dard connectivity model is depicted. The entorhinal layers are
reciprocally connected. This is shown by the double-headed
arrows. These connections are colored in green and paralleled
by a grey route but start and end in the LEC. Reprinted with
the permission from [￿￿]
￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
formation was studied in spatially modulated cells, place cells
and grid cells, which will be introduced in the next sections.
Initially, the hippocampus was thought to be a part of the
olfactory system. In the ￿￿th and early ￿￿th centuries, it was
noticed that across species the size of the olfactory bulb and
the size of the parahippocampal gyrus are correlated [￿￿]. In
￿￿￿￿, there was a first hint that the hippocampal formation
is involved in memory formation and recall. At this time, the
Russian neurologist Vladimir Bekhterev described the significant
memory deficits of two patients. The autopsy unveiled softening
of hippocampal and adjacent cortical tissue [￿￿].
In the ￿￿￿￿s, a first fundamental observationwasmade. Scoville
and Milner reported in ￿￿￿￿ that human lesions of the tempo-
ral lobe – specifically the hippocampus, led to a loss of recent
episodic memory. However, the ability to retrieve old memories
was not impaired. Thus, patients like Henry Gustav Molaison
(H.M.) suffered an anterograde amnesia because the transfer
of information from the short-term to the long-term memory
was not possible any more [￿￿￿]. From this time on, many clini-
cal and functional-imaging studies provided evidence that the
hippocampal system is crucial for declarative memory [￿￿, ￿￿,
￿￿, ￿￿￿]. Specifically, it was found that the hippocamapal sys-
tem is more important for episodic memory, e.g., remembering
autobiographical events, than for semantic memory [￿￿￿, ￿￿￿].
In ￿￿￿￿, a second fundamental observation was made. O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky found cells in rat’s hippocampus which are
highly active whenever the animal is at a certain place in the
environment and remain silent elsewhere – the so-called place
cells [￿￿, ￿￿]. These cells were considered as the neural substrate
of a "spatial cognitive map" straightaway. This means, they were
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿
seen as an allocentric internal representation of space supporting
navigation, self-location and spatial memory [￿￿, ￿￿￿].
Thus, the hippocampal formation is involved in both, spatial
navigation and episodic memory. Moreover, it has been reported
that the hippocampal formation represents spatial and non-
spatial variables as time [￿￿], odors [￿￿] or sounds [￿, ￿].
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿
Hippocampal place cells fire whenever the animal is within a
certain place in the environment and remain silent elsewhere
[￿￿]. The area of activity within the environment is called place
field (Figure ￿a-c). The population of place cells forms a complete
representation of the recording environment because the centers
of the place fields are spread over the entire arena (Figure ￿d).
Furthermore, the size of place fields increases along the dorsoven-
tral axis and ranges from ￿￿ cm to ￿￿m or more [￿￿]. However,
it is still under discussion whether the size increases gradually
or in discrete steps [￿￿￿]. Place cells with more than one field
were observed, especially in larger environments [￿￿, ￿￿]. Thus, a
few place fields can be used to reconstruct the animal’s position
precisely [￿￿￿].
The firing activity of place cells is stable in familiar environ-
ments even over a period of several months [￿￿￿]. It has been
suggested that the spatial activity of place cells is innate, as place
cells appear just a few days after the pubs open their eyes [￿￿,
￿￿￿].
Furthermore, dissimilarities between environments are re-
flected in place cells. In ￿￿￿￿, Muller and Kubie studied how
populations of place cells respond to changes of the recording
￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
Figure ￿: Place cells.
a) Place cell recording setup of a freely moving rat in a circular
recording environment. The animal’s X and Y coordinates are
tracked via an LED on its head, registering the locationswhere
the cell fires a spike. b) Firing rate map. On a pixel-by-pixel
basis, the number of spikes is normalized by the time spend
in each pixel. a and b are reprinted with permission from
[￿￿]. c) The left panel depicts a place cell recording with the
animals trajectory (black) and the spikes (red dots). Typically,
the activity of a place cell is visualised by a smoothed firing
rate map (right panel). Areas with lower activity are blue,
areas of high activity are red. Reprinted with permission from
[￿￿]. d) A population of place cells can represent all locations
within the environment by its firing rate code. When the
animal explores an environment, a sequence of place cells
conveys information about its location. The centers of the
place fields are spread all over the environment. Reprinted
with permission from [￿￿].
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿
environment [￿￿]. They reported that the presentation of two
different enclosure shapes (circle and square) leads to a reorga-
nization of the hippocampal map. This phenomenon is known
as remapping. According to further experimental results, three
different kinds of remapping in place cells can be distinguished:
global, partial and rate remapping. When place cells are recorded
in two environments that differed in multiple features as shape,
color and location of the recording box, global remapping was
observed. Thereby, in each environment only a small subset of
the place cell population is active. The two subsets that are active
in the different environments are random samples from the entire
place cell population [￿, ￿￿￿]. Some cells are active in both envi-
ronments but the locations of their firing fields are not related
[￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿￿]. Partial remapping is usually observed
when just a few – usually non-metric or contextual – cues of the
recording environment are changed, e.g., color and odor. This
affects only a subgroup of place cells while the others remain
stable [￿]. Rate remapping is reported for small changes of the
environment, e.g., the location of the arena remains but the color
or the shape of the enclosure is varied. Then, the position of the
place fields is stable across recordings but the mean firing rate
varies from field to field up to an order of magnitude [￿￿]. So,
it was shown that the hippocampus conveys information about
the position of the animal and specific cues of the environment
simultaneously. This has also been shown for various memory
tasks [￿, ￿, ￿￿].
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿
Head-direction cells are active when the animal’s head points
in a specific direction, the preferred firing direction of the cell.
The firing rate decreases when the animal turns its head away
from the preferred direction [￿￿￿]. These cells were found in a
number of brain regions including the entorhinal cortex [￿￿],
postsubiculum [￿￿￿] and the thalamus [￿￿, ￿￿￿]. The preferred
firing direction remains stable if the animal is recorded multi-
ple times in the same, familiar environment. Allocentric, mostly
visual cues seem to influence the initial head-direction prefer-
ence. Head-direction cells depend on the vestibular system [￿￿￿].
Especially the semicircular canals of the inner ear are essential,
since they signal rotations of the animal’s head [￿￿￿]. Based on
theoretical and lesion works, it is assumed that head-direction
cells in the hippocampal formation provide input to grid cells.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿
Fyhn et al. reported in ￿￿￿￿ that neurons in the most dorsolateral
part of the MEC show multiple firing fields [￿￿]. These firing
fields are spaced regularly and the pattern resembles a hexagonal
lattice (Figure ￿a), which justifies the name: grid cells [￿￿]. The
spatial firing pattern of a grid cell can be characterized by the
following properties (Figure ￿b):
• grid scale or spatial period: the firing peak-to-peak
distance between two neighboring firing fields.
• grid spatial phase: the two-dimensional spatial offset
between the firing fields and a reference point.
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿
• grid orientation: the angle between one of the grid axis
and a reference direction.
The scale and orientation of neighboring cells, e.g., cells which
are simultaneously recorded, is similar. However, the phases
are uniformly distributed, thus, a few grid cells can cover the
recording environment [￿￿].
Figure ￿: Basic grid cell properties.
a) The firing patterns of grid cells can be characterised in terms
of their geometrical configurations. b) If the triangular arrange-
ment of firing fields is regular, the spatial firing patterns of
grid cells can be characterized by the following properties: the
firing peak-to-peak distance between two neighboring firing
fields (grid scale; left panel), the angle between one of the grid
axis and a reference direction (grid orientation; middle panel)
and the two-dimensional spatial offset between the firing
fields (grid phase; right panel). Reprinted with permission
from [￿￿].
Along the dorsoventral axis the spatial period and the field
size of grid cells increase monotonically. Thereby, the period
ranges from ￿￿ cm up to several meters [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. However,
this increase is not continuous. Barry et al. (￿￿￿￿) observed
that the grid scale varied in discrete steps [￿￿]. Theoretical and
experimental work showed that the ratio between two subsequent
grid scales is a constant number, about ￿.￿ to ￿.￿ [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿￿,
￿￿￿, ￿￿￿]. Furthermore, Stensola et al. (￿￿￿￿) found that grid-cell
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
activity is organized in only a few modules. Within a module,
grid patterns differ by a global phase offset but show a similar
scale, orientation and theta-frequency modulation. However,
these properties vary significantly across modules. They sampled
about half of the dorsoventral MEC and see four to five modules
per animal. This gives a first hint that the total number of grid
modules in the MEC is about ten. These modules also have a large
overlap in anatomical space, spanning multiple cortical layers
and extending to pre- and parasubiculum [￿￿￿]. Furthermore, the
firing rates vary from field to field up to an order of magnitude
when the animal is freely foraging in an arena. These seem to be
stable across time and sessions within the same setting [￿￿, ￿￿].
Usually, grid cell activity is unaffected by the size or aspect
ratio of a familiar arena. If a squared environment is rescaled
abruptly, e.g., stretching along one or two axis, grid patterns adapt
correspondingly [￿￿] or reorganize their fields entirely [￿￿￿]. The
deformations are consistent within but not across modules.
In ￿￿￿￿, Krupic et al. demonstrated that grid cells do not
necessarily show the regular structure but tend to align to the
walls of the arena. This alignment seems to be persevered even
after the rotation of the arena [￿￿, ￿￿￿]. When grid cells are
recorded in environments with more complex boundary shapes,
e.g., trapezoidal enclosures [￿￿, ￿￿], the triangular symmetry of
grid-cell firing was destroyed. In hairpin mazes, the hexagonality
is entirely gone [￿￿]. If an animal is running along a linear track,
grid cells show multiple firing fields. However, the firing pattern
is not as periodic as in ￿d environments and the firing rates vary
widely from field to field. The firing rate profiles for movements
in each running direction are consistent with slices through a
￿d hexagonal pattern [￿￿￿]. Thus, the animal could interpret
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿
the linear track as a part of the ￿d environment and supports
the hypothesis that the hexagonal patterns provide a universal
metric used for spatial navigation. In contrast, various studies
observe differences between the two running directions [￿￿, ￿￿,
￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿].
The firingpattern of a grid cell is stablewhen the cell is recorded
in the same familiar environment several times. However, if an
animal is exploring the same box but the color or the shape
of the enclosure is changed, the grid pattern does not move
whereas the rates specific to each firing field change [￿￿]. This
is known as “rate remapping”. Further, when smaller changes
to the environment are introduced, e.g., recording in a different
box but in the same room, the patterns shift. Thereby, the shifts
of grid cells from the same module (cells that are recorded from
the same electrode and featuring a similar firing pattern) are
coherent [￿￿]. Similarly, larger changes of the environment, e.g.,
recording in two identical boxes in different rooms, lead to a
translational shift and a rotation of the grid pattern. Hereby, the
relative phase relationship remains constant within modules,
too [￿￿]. Nonmetric context changes such as different odors can
result in a purely translational shift [￿￿]. In these cases, size and
spacing of the grid fields do not change across environments.
By contrast, in novel environments, e.g., an arena the animal
experiences the first time, the firing pattern of a grid cell expands
and is less regular than in familiar environments. This attenuates
with experience over several recording days [￿￿].
Grid cells encode information also on shorter time scales than
the firing rates reflect, i.e., phase precession [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿￿] and
burst firing [￿￿]. Bursts are defined as at least two spikes separated
by an interspike interval (ISI) of less than ￿ms or ￿￿ms and can
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
have discharge rates up to ￿￿￿ Hz [￿￿]. Burst firing decreases
gradually along the dorsal-ventral axis [￿￿]. For other brain
regions, theoretical studies have been suggested that bursting
can provide unique benefits [￿￿]. It has been proposed that bursts
can increase the reliability when information is transferred [￿￿,
￿￿]. Thus, the probability of a response in postsynaptic neurons
is higher for bursts and especially for longer bursts [￿￿, ￿￿￿].
Further, Kepecs and Lisman (￿￿￿￿) assumed that sensory stimuli
could be encoded by the burst length [￿￿]. Later, this has been
revealed in many neural systems [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. Bursting has also
been demonstrated to correspond with spatial coding. In the
hippocampus [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿] and the subiculum [￿￿￿], the animal’s
position can be estimated more precisely when bursts and not
single spikes are used. In grid cells, bursts are correlated with
spatial information and are associated with a high signal-to-noise
ratio [￿￿].
There are grid cells which are not only modulated by the
animal’s position but also by idiothetic signals such as head
direction. Due to this, they are named conjunctive cells [￿￿￿].
They might play an important role in updating the internal
position estimate [￿￿] and are mainly observed in layer III [￿￿,
￿￿￿].
2
GR ID -CELL ACT IV ITY ON L INEAR TRACKS
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
When rodents explore a ￿d environment, the firing fields of
each grid cell form a periodic hexagonal pattern. For movements
along a linear track, highly irregular firing fields were observed.
These are not periodically arranged and the width of the fields
as well as the peak firing rates vary widely. For each running
direction, the firing fields correspond to a cut through a highly
regular ￿d hexagonal pattern. This provides first evidence that ￿d
environments could be interpreted as a part of ￿d environments.
Thus, grid cells might provide a universal metric for spatial
navigation. In contrast, it was observed that the position of firing
fields and peak firing rates vary between both running directions.
We study how the direction-dependent activity can be em-
bedded in ￿d firing patterns. We will show that one lattice is
not enough to explain the data recorded on a linear track. Both
running directions can only be explained if a translational shift of
the hexagonal pattern is allowed at the movement turning point.
￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿-￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
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Grid-Cell Activity on Linear Tracks Indicates Purely
Translational Remapping of 2D Firing Patterns at Movement
Turning Points
XMichaela Pro¨ll, XStefan Ha¨usler, and XAndreas V.M. Herz
Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience Munich and Faculty of Biology, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, 82152 Planegg-Martinsried,
Germany
Grid cells in rodentmedial entorhinal cortex are thought to play a critical role for spatial navigation.When the animal is freelymoving in
an open arena the firing fields of each grid cell tend to form a hexagonal lattice spanning the environment. Formovements along a linear
track the cells seem to respond differently. They show multiple firing fields that are not periodically arranged and whose shape and
position change when the running direction is reversed. In addition, peak firing rates vary widely from field to field.Measured along one
runningdirectiononly, firing fields are, however, compatiblewith a slice througha two-dimensional (2D)hexagonal pattern. It is anopen
question, whether this is also true if leftward and rightward runs are jointly considered. By analyzing data from15male Long–Evans rats,
we show that a single hexagonal firing pattern explains the linear-track data if translational shifts of the pattern are allowed at the
movement turningpoints.A rotationor scalingof the grid is not required. The agreement is further improved if thepeak firing rates of the
underlying 2D grid fields can vary from field to field, as suggested by recent studies. These findings have direct consequences for
experiments using linear tracks in virtual reality.
Key words: grid cells; linear track; medial entorhinal cortex; remapping; spatial navigation
Introduction
When a rodent explores an open arena, grid cells in its medial
entorhinal cortex discharge in spatial firing patterns that resem-
ble hexagonal lattices (Hafting et al., 2005). The spatial scales of
these lattices approximate a geometric series so that discrete grid-
cell modules arise (Stensola et al., 2012). The grid patterns of cells
within the same module are aligned and differ only by a global
phase offset. When the animal moves along a linear track, grid
cells seem to respond differently. Their spike activity is still spa-
tially modulated but no longer periodic. In addition, the peak
firing rates of a given grid cell differ strongly from field to field
(Lipton et al., 2007; Brun et al., 2008; Derdikman et al., 2009;
Gupta et al., 2014). Firing fields recorded along one running
direction are, however, compatible with a slice through a two-
dimensional (2D) hexagonal lattice (Yoon et al., 2016). This sug-
gests that the animal interprets the one-dimensional (1D) linear
track as part of a two-dimensional environment, and supports
the view that grid cells provide a universal metric for spatial
navigation.
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Significance Statement
Various types of neurons support spatial navigation. Their response properties are often studied in reduced settings and might
change when the animal can freely explore its environment. Grid cells in rodents, for example, exhibit seemingly irregular firing
fields when animal movement is restricted to a linear track but highly regular patterns in two-dimensional (2D) arenas.We show
that linear-track responses of a cell for both leftward and rightward running directions can be explained as cuts through a single
hexagonal pattern if translational remapping is allowed atmovement turning points; neither rotations nor scale transformations
are needed. These results provide a basis to quantify grid-cell activity in 1D virtual reality and could help to detect and categorize
grid cells without experiments in 2D environments.
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This view is challenged by the observation that grid fields
measured along a linear track vary between left-to-right and
right-to-left runs (Lipton et al., 2007; Brun et al., 2008; Derdik-
man et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2014; Pe´rez-Escobar et al., 2016),
suggesting that the one-dimensional activity patterns of a grid cell
cannot correspond to a single slice through the same fixed two-
dimensional lattice. Instead, translations, rotations, or even scale
transformations might be needed to explain the experimental
data. Because the study of Yoon et al. (2016)was restricted to runs
in one direction, it could not address this important aspect.
To analyze how direction-dependent 1D activity patterns are
embedded in 2D lattices, we investigated four different scenarios.
First, grid-cell responses could, in principle, correspond to slices
through the same one lattice (OL) for both running directions
(Fig. 1A). Given the experimental evidence (see Brun et al., 2008),
this is an unlikely scenario.Nevertheless, it provides a helpful null
hypothesis. Next, we considered two scenarios motivated by re-
mapping experiments in 2D environments. Larger changes (e.g.,
moving the animal to a new room) can cause a translation and
rotation, while smaller changes to the environment, such as
changing the enclosure but not the room (Fyhn et al., 2007) or
nonmetric context changes (Marozzi et al., 2015) typically lead to
a pure translational shift of the grid pattern within the enclosure.
Taking such remapping experiments into account, we hypothe-
sized that when considering two opposite running directions, the
underlying 2D patterns could be identical except of a transla-
tional (S) shift or an additional rotation (S!R), as shown in Figure
1, B andC. Note that rotations by multiples of 60° are equivalent to
pure shifts (S). Finally, the twohexagonal latticesmightalsobe scaled
differently (S!R!Sc), as depicted in Figure 1D.
Here, we show that a joint hexagonal firing pattern explains
the linear-track data for both running directions as soon as a
translational shift (S) is allowed. Importantly, added rotations
(S!R) or additional scalings (S!R!Sc) of the grid are not
needed. The agreement between measured data and the model
framework improves further if the firing rates of the underlying
2D grid field can vary from field to field, as has been suggested
recently (Diehl et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Ismakov et al.,
2017).
These findings reveal that the hexagonal firing-field structure
of grid cells can persist even in quasi one-dimensional environ-
ments. This does not imply that the same is true in enclosures
with strong asymmetries, as is evident from the seemingly irreg-
ular arrangement of grid fields in trapezoidal arenas (Krupic et
al., 2015). Our results do, however, provide a basis to quantify
and interpret the grid-cell activity of animals running on linear
tracks in virtual reality (Domnisoru et al., 2013; Schmidt-Hieber
and Ha¨usser, 2013) and could help to detect and categorize grid
cells without experiments in two-dimensional arenas.
Materials andMethods
Data. We analyzed spike-train data from Brun et al. (2008). These au-
thors recorded grid cells from 15 male Long–Evans rats on a linear track
that was 18 m long and extended over three successive rooms. The track
passed through two doorways located 9.5 and 12 m from the west end of
the track; the starting position was located at the east end. To avoid
artifacts associated with the doors, we focused our analysis on data from
within the largest room. Therefore, and to avoid contamination by
sharp-wave-related firing, spikes that were recorded "40 cm from the
west and east walls of this room were excluded from further analysis,
resulting in the same effective track length of 8.7 m for all recording
sessions.
Grid cell selection. Although all recorded cells were classified as grid
cells in 2D, not all showed spontaneous activity and sufficiently spatially
modulated firing along the linear track. We therefore excluded cells if
they did not spike at all for#70 cm in a row or if themean-to-maximum
firing rate ratio was #0.2 in the analyzed room. From the data on 143
cells provided to us, 67 cells were left.
Figure 1. Four scenarios. A, One Lattice (OL): a joint hexagonal firing pattern underlies
grid-cell activity on both left-to-right runs (orange firing fields) and right-to-left runs (blue
firing fields) alonga linear track,which is shownas agrayhorizontal bar in all subpanels.B, Shift
(S): compared with A, the joint hexagonal firing patterns may be shifted differently for both
running directions. Notice that within this scenario a rotation of the lattice by multiples of 60°
can be described by a pure shift. C, Shift!Rotation (S!R): apart from translational shifts (S)
rotations are now allowed, too.D, Shift!Rotation!Scale (S!R!Sc): in addition to shifts (S)
and rotations (R), the scales (Sc) of the underlying hexagonal grids may vary between the two
running directions.
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Firing rate.Wedivided the track into bins of 1 cm. Similar to Brun et al.
(2008), we calculated rate maps using spatial smoothing with a Gaussian
kernel. The rate at each position is as follows:
!$ x% "
!
i& 1
n
g"si # xh #
$
0
T
"y$t% i # xh #
,
with the mean firing rate !(x) for bin x and a Gaussian kernel, g, with a
smoothing factor of 3.5 cm; n is the number of spikes, si is the position of
the ith spike, h is the spatial smoothing factor, T is the length of session,
and y(t) is the position of the rat at time t.
Error measurement. To determine the quality of the fit, we use the
mean squared error between the firing rate along the linear track and the
fit, normalized by the firing rate, as follows:
error "
!(firingrate(t) # fit(t))2!(firingrate(t))2 .
Consequently, the error for each recording is the sum of the error for
left-to-right and right-to-left runs divided by 2.
Slices.To test the hypothesis that firing rates along a linear track can be
interpreted as one-dimensional slices through a two-dimensional hexag-
onal lattice, we assumed periodic von Mises tuning curves (Herz et al.,
2017) in 2D. The 1D slices can then be parametrized with the following
parameters:$, period of the hexagonal lattice;%, width of the firing fields
of the lattice; fˆ, peak firing rate for the grid; (x, y), starting point; and &,
angle of the grid rotation, confined (without loss of generality) to the
interval [0°, 30°].
x, y, and & describe the position of the stripes in the lattice. The pa-
rameters$,%, and fˆ determine the hexagonal lattice. So, the firing rate in
a point in the hexagonal lattice is given by the following:
R$ x, y, %, $, fˆ % "
fˆ
exp"4.5%$ #
! %exp%%$ !"cos"4'&3$ ! cos"'6# ! x # sin"'6# ! y##
( "cos"4'&3$ ! cos"'6# ! x ( sin"'6# ! y##
( "cos"4'&3$ ! cos"'2# ! x ( sin"'2# ! y## ( 1.5#'# 1
Apart from the lattice transformations considered here—purely transla-
tional shifts (S), added rotations (S!R), as well as additional scaling
transformations (S!R!Sc)—one could in principle also study pureR or
Sc operations and R!Sc combinations. For those mappings, however,
one has to specify an “anchor point” (i.e., the fixed point of the R and/or
Sc operation). As this involves an arbitrary choice, we do not systemati-
cally study such scenarios.
Fitting procedure. To minimize the error between the slice model and
the measured firing rates, we first used an extensive search procedure at
an intermediate parameter resolution (brute force search). Grid-field
spacing and field size could vary between 80% of the smallest values and
120% of the largest values reported by Brun et al. (2008). No restriction
was applied to the rotation angles; because of the sixfold and mirror
symmetries of the hexagonal grid, only angles between 0° and 30° had to
be considered. The search intervals were divided into 10–50 bins de-
pending on their size and the number of different parameters explored in
one run.
This procedure resulted in sets of approximate parameters for the
preliminary errorminima.We then took the parameters for the 15 small-
est errors with a pairwise different lattice period, $. These sets were used
as initial conditions for Powell’s method (scipy package) to find local
minima. To avoid solutions where one running direction would be fitted
perfectly and the other only poorly, the errors of both running directions
were not allowed to differ more than three times the SD of the errors
between left and right runs in the model S!R!Sc. To find a robust
minimum,we first varied the parameters of the localminima slightly and
used them again as initial conditions for Powell’s method. This proce-
dure was repeated 500 times. To further improve the search process, we
then picked the eight fits with the smallest error and used them as initial
conditions for another run of Powell’s method. This procedure was re-
peated 100 times. The slice with the smallest error is called best fit. To
study the robustness of the fitting procedure, we doubled the number of
parameters in the first step for three cells used as test cases and repeated
the second step of the minimization process as described before. The
results were stable.
Random rotations.We tested the influence of rotations by rotating the
best fits of each recording 1000 times randomly. The resulting mean
errors are given in the Results.
Experimental design and statistical analysis.We reanalyzed data originally
recorded by Brun et al. (2008) and refer the reader to that publication for
details on the experimental design. All our analyses were performed in Py-
thon (RRID:SCR_008394). Specific statistical tests used are stated through-
out the text. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test as well as the linear regression
were taken from Python scipy.stats (RRID:SCR_008058) and the Rayleigh
test and the circular–circular correlation from Matlab circstats (RRID:
SCR_001622). To show that the shifts do not have a preferred length, we
used theWilcoxon rank-sum test for samples drawn from a uniform distri-
bution and the distribution of the length of the shifts. We repeated the test
1000 times with different samples and give the mean p value in the text.
Shift along the track for the model shift. We analyzed the offsets in the
slices of right-to-left and left-to-right runs for simultaneously recorded
cells from the same module. The offsets were optimized as described
above (see Fitting procedure); spacing aswell as the rotation had to be the
same for all cells from the same module.
Bootstrapping. We bootstrapped the firing rates of each direction of a
cell by using samplingwith replacement.We randomly drew a single run.
The selection process was repeated until there were asmany runs as in the
original session.We then calculated the firing rates and the error between
the original and the bootstrapped firing rates.
Results
When rodents move along a linear track in one direction, their
grid-cell activity profiles are consistent with slices through two-
dimensional hexagonal firing patterns (Yoon et al., 2016). This
study did, however, not address the key question of how the 2D
lattices for movements in opposite directions are related to each
other. The lattices could be identical or differ in some or all grid
parameters, as shown by the four scenarios sketched in Figure 1,
with important consequences for the principles underlying grid-cell
coding.
To distinguish between these alternatives, we reanalyzed grid-
cell data recorded by Brun et al. (2008) (Materials and Methods:
Data and grid-cell selection) and tested for the four scenarios
shown in Figure 1. For eachmodel, we searched for slices through
2D hexagonal lattices that optimally fit the measured 1D firing
fields on the linear track. The fit quality was assessed by the nor-
malized mean squared error between the fit and the measured
data (Materials andMethods, Error measurement), as illustrated
in Figure 2. To find optimal lattices, we first applied an exhaustive
search procedure at an intermediate parameter resolution, fol-
lowed by an iterative scheme based on Powell’s method (Materi-
als and Methods, Fitting procedure).
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A single hexagonal lattice cannot explain the linear-track data
The mean error of S!R!Sc models averaged over all grid cells
and animals is 0.24 (Fig. 3A). This value serves as a reference for
the goodness of fit for the other three scenarios and can largely be
explained by measurement noise and potential deviations from a
prefect grid (see below). The mean errors for the other three
scenarios S!R, S, and OL are 0.28, 0.33, and 0.49. The large drop
in fit quality from S to OL suggests that the OL model does not
capture the one-dimensional firing-field data. The somewhat
higher errors of the S!R and S models compared with the
S!R!Sc model presumably can be attributed to distorted grid
patterns or measurement noise that differs for both running di-
rections. The significance of these errors is evaluated in the next
section.
To understand the model differences cell by cell, we per-
formed a regression analysis (Fig. 3B). This is applied to the errors
of the best fits in the scenarios S!R!Sc/S!R, S!R/S, and S/OL.
The large slope of 0.96 and the small intercept of 0.05 (r & 0.87,
p & 6.36e-22, SE & 0.07) in the relation between the S!R!Sc and
S!Rmodels (Fig. 3B, left) implies that for each cell the fit quality
deteriorates only marginally when the grid scales are identical for
left-to-right and right-to-left runs. Similarly, if the rotational de-
gree of freedom is removed when switching from the S!R to S
model (Fig. 3B, second panel), the slope is still large (0.97) and
the intercept is still small (0.06; r & 0.91, p & 3.64e-26, SE &
0.06). Once grid translations are no longer allowed (Fig. 3B, third
panel), the slope approaches a small value (0.24) with large inter-
cept (0.41; r & 0.22, p & 0.17, SE & 0.13). As shown in Figure 3C,
there is no systematic relation between the fit quality and the
relative lattice rotation for right-to-left versus left-to-right runs.
However, there are numerous low-error solutions in the S!R
scenario so that a restriction to shifts results only in a small in-
crease of themean error (0.33 instead of 0.28). This increase is not
the result of a small impact of rotations on the fit quality. In fact,
random rotations of the best fits lead to a large mean error (1.34;
see Materials and Methods, Random rotations). Furthermore,
the shifts for the Smodel are random in direction (Rayleigh test:
p & 0.20, n & 67) and length (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p & 0.17,
n & 67; see Materials andMethods) and not animal specific (Fig.
3D). The same applies to the shift along the track even for cells
from the same module that were simultaneously recorded (Fig.
3E). The distribution of the angles between the shifts of one ses-
sion does not differ from the angular distribution of the surrogate
data (circular–circular distribution: p & 0.02; see Materials and
Methods, Shift along the track, statistical analysis). Thus, the dif-
ference in the mean error for the S and the OL models cannot be
explained by a uniform field shift of all the grid fields of one
animal. We expect uniform shifts within a single module (Yoon
et al., 2013) but do not have a sufficient amount of data to test this
hypothesis.
Translational remapping alone is sufficient to explain grid
cell activity
In general, the more model parameters are optimized, the lower
the model error. Thus, the small error of the S!R!Sc model
could be due to the large number of 12 parameters compared
with the S!R and S models with 10 and 9 parameters, respec-
tively. The decrease in the error reflects either an improvement in
the description of the underlying data structure or overfitting of
noise.
To address this issue, we generated surrogate data with par-
tially identical grid parameters for both running directions. We
constructed three datasets by combining firing patterns from
specific left-to-right and right-to-left runs from different ani-
mals. The first dataset consists of randomly chosen firing patterns
for each direction so that their optimal grid parameters are inde-
pendent.We refer to this dataset asDS!R!Sc (Fig. 4A). The second
and third datasets consist of combinations of firing patterns that
share the same scale parameters, or the same scale andorientation
parameters for the grids of both running directions, respectively.
We denote these datasets as DS!R (Fig. 4B) and DS (Fig. 4C).
S!R!Sc models optimized for each of the three datasets
DS!R!Sc, DS!R, and DS have approximately the same quality as
for the original data with mean errors of ' 0.24 for all three da-
tasets. The error distributions are also not statistically different
[Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p (DS!R!Sc) & 0.95, p (DS!R) & 0.87,
p (DS) & 0.93, n & 67].
S!R models optimized for the DS!R dataset have nearly the
same mean error (0.29) as for the original data (0.28), and the
corresponding error distributions (Fig. 4B) are not statistically
different (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p & 0.70, n & 67). Thus, we
observe a similar performance difference between the S!R!Sc
and the S!R models for the DS!R dataset compared with the
original data. For the DS!R dataset, this difference cannot be
attributed to different scale parameters of the grids for both run-
ning directions but rather suggests overfitting.
Likewise, the errors of S models optimized for the DS dataset
have the samemean value (0.33) as for the original data (0.33; Fig.
4C), and the corresponding error distributions are not statisti-
cally different (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p & 0.76, n & 60). Again,
we observe a similar performance difference between S!R!Sc
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Figure 2. Three examples of best fits of the firing rate along a linear track: left/right panels
show themeasured firing rates along the track (black lines) and the firing rates predicted from
cuts through two-dimensional hexagonal patterns (blue/orange) for left-to-right/right-to-left
runs.
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and Smodels for the DS dataset and the original data. For the DS
dataset, this difference cannot be attributed to different pa-
rameters of the grids for both running directions but again
points to overfitting. These results indicate that the Smodel is
sufficient to describe the structure of the firing rate patterns
given that the noise on the surrogate data and the original data
is the same.
To show that hexagonal lattices indeed capture the structure
of the firing rate patterns for runs in opposite directions, we
compared the performance of S!R models for the DS!R!Sc da-
taset and the original data. A difference in the mean errors indi-
cates that the scale parameters of the hexagonal lattices for both
running directions depend on each other. We measured a mean
error of 0.35 for the DS!R!Sc dataset (and 0.28 for the original
dataset). Furthermore, the error distributions of the original data
and the DS!R!Sc dataset are significantly different (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test: p & 3.91e-06, n & 67), as illustrated in Figure 4A.
Similarly, a difference in the mean errors of S models for the
DS!R dataset and the original data indicates that the rotation
parameters of the hexagonal lattices of both running direc-
tions depend on each other. Here, we assume that the S!R
model is sufficient to describe the structure of the original data (as
shown above) so that the scale parameters of grids for both running
directions are the same for the original data and the DS!R dataset.
Wemeasured ameanerror of 0.47 for theDS!Rdataset (and0.33 for
the original dataset), and the error distributions of the original data
and theDS!Rdataset are significantly different (Wilcoxon rank-sum
test: p & 2.10e-08, n & 67), as illustrated in Figure 4B.
Overall, these findings imply that the parameters of grids for
left-to-right and right-to-left runs have a specific relationship
that is sufficiently captured by the Smodel when compared with
the S!R and S!R!Scmodel.
Data suggest only small deviations from perfect grids
To estimate the impact of measurement noise on the results, we
bootstrapped the firing rates (see Material and Methods, Boot-
strapping) 100 times in each running direction and calculated the
errors as before. For the S!R!Sc model, the average error be-
Figure 3. A, Error distributions for the best fits in the four model scenarios: Shift!Rotation!Scale, Shift!Rotation, Shift and One Lattice. The light gray dotted lines denote the mean of each
distribution.B, Cell-by-cell analysis. Each dot in the scatter plots represents the best fits for one grid cell and the two scenarios indicated by the axis labels. Red lines indicate linear regressions with
confidence intervals in light red. C, Rotation angles of the two-dimensional grid for left and right runs (Shift!Rotation). The color indicates the fit error.D, The two offsets (filled circles) in a pair of
parallel slices (model S), within a rhomboidal unit cell of the unit lattice. Cells from the same animal have the same color. E, Offsets in a pair of parallel slices (model S) relative to the left end of the
track, which is shown as a gray arrow. Simultaneously recorded cells from the samemodule have the same color.
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tween the bootstrapped samples and the original firing rate pro-
files is 0.12, with an SD of 0.08. As themean error of the S!R!Sc
model is 0.24 (Fig. 3A), approximately half of this value can be
explained by measurement noise.
Recent work has shown that the firing rate maxima of grid
cells in two-dimensional environments vary from field to field
(Diehl et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Ismakov et al., 2017). To
take this structural variability of the data into account, we fitted
Figure 4. Error distribution for surrogate data for the scenarios Shift!Rotation and Shift. Each light gray dotted line indicates the mean of the error distribution. A, Creation of surrogate data
DS!R!Sc for themodel Shift and Rotation by combining left-to-right and right-to-left runs from different animals and fitting these for themodels Shift!Rotation!Scale and Shift!Rotation. B,
Creation of surrogate data DS!R for themodel Shift were fitted for Shift!Rotation and Shift. Error distributions of the original (gray) and surrogate (green) data. C, Creation of surrogate data DS by
combining left-to-right and right-to-left runs with similar grid spacings and rotations from different animals and fitting these for the models Shift.
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the measured data as before and subsequently optimized the size
of the local peak firing rates by minimizing the mean squared
error for each firing field (Fig. 5B). This approach was chosen to
avoid overfitting that results from optimizing all parameters si-
multaneously. All models improved their performance com-
pared with the original scenarios (S!R!Sc: mean error, 0.19;
improvement, 0.05 or 21%; Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p & 1.81e-
03, n & 67; S!R: mean error, 0.21; improvement, 0.07 or 25%;
Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p & 3.12e-08, n & 67; S: mean error,
0.24; improvement, 0.09 or 27%; Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p &
2.63e-08, n & 67). Themodel S benefits most from the variability
of the peak firing rates in 2D in absolute and relative terms.
The improvement of the performance of the model S cannot
be explained by overfitting. To show this, we estimated the effect
of overfitting using bootstrapped firing rates. Optimizing the size
of the local peak firing rates for the bootstrapped data leads to a
mean error improvement of 0.04 compared with the true error
for the sampling distribution (mean error, 0.24). As the perfor-
mance of the S models with and without varying peak heights
differs by 0.08, it is highly unlikely to be due to overfitting alone
(p & 2.07e-3).Grid cells exhibit strikingly periodic firing patterns
in rectangular or circular arenas that seem to break down in
polarized environments (Krupic et al., 2015). We hypothesize
that the residual errors of the Smodels might be ascribed to such
displacements of the firing rate peaks. In fact, a displacement of
only 15 cm explains the residual mean error of 0.12 (average field
size, 86 cm).
Discussion
Grid cells have been hypothesized to provide a universal metric
for space (Hafting et al., 2005), based on their highly regular
firing fields in open arenas. This raises the question whether the
seemingly irregular arrangement of grid fields along linear tracks
is compatible with a hexagonal lattice structure.
Indeed, as shown by Yoon et al. (2016), the firing fields from
runs in one direction are compatible with slices through two-
dimensional hexagonal firing fields. This study did, however, not
address the relation between firing fields of left-to-right versus
right-to-left runs. To relate the lattices underlying both running
directions, we analyzed four models that decreased stepwise in
complexity.We startedwith a scenario including shifts, rotations,
and scale transformations and went to one where a single lattice
directly governs grid-cell firing in the two opposite movement
directions. Only in this last scenario could the firing activity be
interpreted as a slice through a single fixed lattice. Our analysis
shows, however, that this is not the case. Instead, the lattice needs
to be shifted when the animal turns around for the next lap—but
rotations or scale transformations of the grid are not required.
Similar conclusions hold for an extended scenario that takes the
field-to-field variability of 2D firing rate maxima (Diehl et al.,
2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Ismakov et al., 2017) into account. To-
gether, these findings imply that there is significant remapping at
the movement turning points and that this remapping respects
the geometric properties that define a single grid-cell module
(same orientation, same spatial scale, but variable spatial phases).
A purely translational shift seems to be plausible because
the animals run through a cue-rich, familiar environment.
Scale transformations are expected only if the environment is
familiar to the animal in one direction and is novel in the other
direction (Barry et al., 2012), and rotations are only expected
for larger changes of the environment (Fyhn et al., 2007).
Figure 5. A, Visualization of the cases Shift and Shift!Rotation if peak firing rates differ for each firing field.B, Visualization of the approach. The normalized firing rate for the left-to-right runs
is shown inblack, and thebest fit in blue. The vertical lines define singlebins that extend fromoneminimumof the fit to thenext one. Thearrows indicatewhether thepeak firing rate of theparticular
firing field should be higher or lower, or should remain constant. C, Error distribution for the cases Shift!Rotation!Scale, Shift!Rotation and Shift. The light gray dotted lines indicate themean
error of each error distribution.
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Nonmetric cues could be perceived differently while running
in different directions, and that could lead to a translational
realignment of the grid pattern (Marozzi et al., 2015). Note in
this context that grid-cell responses on circular 1D tracks (Yo-
ganarasimha et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2014) seem to be
consistent with circular slices through 2D lattices, while re-
mapped responses on a circular track may result from shifts in
the phase of the circular slice (Neunuebel et al., 2013).
When the animal turns around at the ends of the track, the
two-dimensional lattices of each grid cell may rotate by 180° due
to the input of head-direction cells. Such a rotation can also be
described by a pure shift within the S scenario. At the population
level, the relation between the shifts of different grid cells depends
on whether the grids rotate or stay the same. Imagine, for exam-
ple, two cells with the same spacing and partly overlapping firing
fields. Under a 180° rotation, the temporal order of their activa-
tion is identical in the two running directions—and reversed if
there is no rotation. This observation shows how to detect 180°
rotations on linear tracks. As the available dataset contained only
a handful of simultaneously recorded cell pairs from the same
module, we could not investigate this issue, which remains an
open question for future studies.
The investigated dataset (Brun et al., 2008) does not contain
grid-cell data from open arenas so that we could not compare the
grid parameters estimated from linear-track data with those from
movements in open arenas. An alternative dataset from Pe´rez-
Escobar et al. (2016) provides data recorded on a linear track and
in 2D environments, but the linear track is too short to unambig-
uously reveal an underlying hexagonal pattern. Note also that the
number of simultaneously recorded cells in the study by Brun et
al. (2008) is rather low so that phenomena at the population level
could not be studied. Regardless of these limitations, our results
provide a basis to quantify and interpret the grid-cell activity of
animals running on linear tracks in virtual reality (Domnisoru et
al., 2013; Schmidt-Hieber and Ha¨usser, 2013). Once validated
with data recorded from animals moving on linear tracks and in
open arenas, this approach will help to detect and to characterize
grid cells in one-dimensional virtual reality without the need of
additional recordings in real two-dimensional environments.
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F I ELD -TO - F I ELD VAR IAB IL I TY OF GR ID CELLS
AND TEMPORAL CODING
￿.￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
When rodents are freely moving in a ￿d arena the firing fields
form a hexagonal pattern spanning the environment. The mean
firing rates vary widely from field to field and are redistributed
under contextual modifications. We study whether differences in
the higher-order spike statistics, such as burst firing, lead to the
field-to-field variations or rate remapping.
We show that the number of spikes per burst does not vary
significantly between firing fields. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the burst appearance does not influence the variability
between firing fields. Moreover, we observe that the absolute
number of bursts varies from field to field but the proportion
of bursts compared to all events does not change significantly
across firing fields but across cells. Further, we study the relation
between rate remapping and theta-frequency oscillations. We
demonstrate that theta-phase coding is preserved but we do not
observe differences between the first and second half of the theta
cycle.
￿￿
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Abstract
Grid cells in rodent medial entorhinal cortex are thought to play a key role for spatial navigation.
When the animal is freely moving in an open arena the firing fields of each grid cell tend to form a 
highly regular, hexagonal lattice spanning the environment. However, firing rates vary from field to 
field and change under contextual modifications, whereas the field locations do not shift under such 
“rate remapping”. The observed differences in firing rate could reflect overall activity changes or 
changes in the detailed spike-train statistics. As these two alternatives imply distinct neural coding 
schemes, we investigated whether temporal firing patterns vary from field to field and whether they 
change under rate remapping. Focusing on short time scales, we found that the proportion of bursts 
compared to all discharge events is similar in all firing fields of a given grid cell and does not 
change under rate remapping. Mean firing rates with and without bursts are proportional for each 
cell. However, this ratio varies across cells. Additionally, we looked at how rate remapping relates 
to entorhinal theta-frequency oscillations. Theta-phase coding was preserved despite firing-rate 
changes from rate remapping but we did not observe differences between the first and second half 
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of the theta cycle, as had been reported for CA1. Our results indicate that both, the heterogeneity 
between firing fields and rate remapping, are not due to altered firing patterns on short time scales 
but reflect location-specific changes at the firing-rate level.
Keywords
entorhinal cortex, grid cell, firing field, burst activity, rate remapping, variability, spatial navigation
Introduction 
As a rodent moves through an open arena, the firing fields of each grid cell in the animal's medial 
entorhinal cortex (mEC) form an imaginary hexagonal grid tessellating the explored space (Hafting 
et al., 2005). Despite the striking spatial regularity of these lattices, firing rates vary from field to 
field by up to an order of magnitude (Diehl et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Ismakov et al., 2017). 
These firing-rate variations are stable across time within a session, between repeated sessions, and 
even after rescaling the arena. When non-spatial cues are altered, however, the field-specific firing 
rates change even though the firing fields do not shift (Diehl et al., 2017; Ismakov et al., 2017). This
phenomenon, known as "rate remapping", indicates that grid-cell activity represents spatial relations
as well as contextual cues. 
Grid cells encode spatial information not only at the level of firing rates but also on shorter time 
scales: During the traversal of a firing field, the spikes of a grid cell tend to occur at successively 
earlier phases of the theta-band-filtered local field potential (Hafting et al., 2008, Jeewajee et al., 
2014). This phase-precession signal is present at the single-run level (Reifenstein et al., 2012; 
Reifenstein et al., 2014), underscoring its potential role for behavior. High-frequency bursts with 
discharge rates of up to 300 Hz are often observed (Latuske et al., 2015) and might carry additional 
information.  
Theoretical studies suggest that sensory stimuli can be encoded on fast time scales by modulating 
the number of spikes that occur within a burst (Kepecs & Lisman, 2003) and such graded burst 
coding has been revealed in various neural systems (Krahe and Gabbiani, 2004; Eyherabide et al., 
2009; Avila-Akerberg et al., 2010). These observations raise the question whether the field-specific 
firing-rate differences between the multiple firing fields of a given grid cell might reflect field-
specific spike-train statistics, in particular at short time scales. 
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To address this question, we reanalyzed grid-cell data from rats foraging in a square enclosure 
whose wall colors could be changed from black to white (Diehl et al., 2017). We asked whether the 
burst length or the number of bursts differed when the multiple firing fields of a grid cell were 
compared. We found that the heterogeneity between firing fields as well as the firing-rate 
redistribution during rate remapping were unrelated to burst firing. The relative frequency of burst 
events varied from cell to cell, in agreement with previous findings (Latuske et al., 2015, Csórdas et
al., 2019).
Moreover, we asked whether the heterogeneity between firing fields in a grid cell varies throughout 
the theta cycle. Theoretical and experimental work suggests different computational roles during 
different theta phases. For example, Sanders et al. (2015) proposed that the first half of a theta cycle
is used for the computation of the animal's present position while future positions are estimated in 
the cycle's second half. According to our analysis such a functional distinction is not present in the 
field-to-field variability or rate remapping of grid cells.
Taken together, our results show that burst activity is neither needed to explain the firing-rate 
variability between the different firing fields of a grid cell nor does it play a role for rate remapping.
Both phenomena are fully captured within the classical firing-rate picture. This suggests that the 
context-dependent modulation of grid-cell activity does not involve inputs that are precisely tuned 
in time but rather provide a smooth increase or decrease of grid-cell excitability.
Material and Methods
Data
We reanalyzed grid-cell data from Diehl et al. (2017), who had recorded 38 grid cells from seven 
adult male Long Evans rats foraging in a squared enclosure (100 x 100 cm). We excluded two cells 
from our analysis that showed a very large fraction (more than 33%) of interspike intervals below 
4ms. During training and recording, rats explored the arena in blocks of four 10-minute sessions, 
and were given five minutes between sessions to rest in a box away from the foraging enclosure. 
The walls of the foraging enclosure were either all black (B) or all white (W) and altered according 
to a WBB’W’ or BWW’B’ paradigm. The starting color was chosen randomly. Between sessions the
enclosure's floor was cleaned with water. Prior to any electrophysiological recordings, all 
enclosures were made highly familiar over at least six training days. Behavioral procedures while 
recording mEC units were identical to training procedures. For details, see the original study. 
Firing-field identification
Similar to Diehl et al. (2017) we constructed firing-rate maps by first summing the total number of 
spikes that occurred in a given spatial bin (2x2 cm), then dividing by the total amount of time that 
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the rat spent in that bin, and finally smoothing with a Gaussian filter (width: 2.5 cm). To control for 
possible influences of stationary periods, rate maps were also constructed from data for which the 
animal's running speed was above 5 cm/s. Firing-field boundaries were calculated by generating a 
single reference rate map for the four sessions of one recording block. This map was constructed by 
averaging the rate maps of the four 10-min sessions. The minimum peak rate required for a field 
was 2 Hz, the minimum field size was 250 cm2. 
We then calculated the local maxima of the reference map. Starting from their locations, field 
boundaries were defined by constructing contours outwards until a threshold value of 0.3 times the 
individual peak rates was reached. When two fields fused, the threshold value of the higher local 
maximum was stepwise increased again until the two fields split. The field boundaries derived from
the reference map defined the firing field in all four sessions, and all analyses were done for each 
field in each session. For each such field, the mean field rate was taken as the number of spikes in 
that field divided by the respective dwell time. 
Rate-vector comparisons
To represent the field-specific mean firing rates, we collected their values into one vector for every 
session. For grid cells with at least 3 firing fields, rate vectors were then compared across sessions 
using Spearman’s rank correlation. To compare rate vectors to chance, shuffled firing-rate vectors 
were generated by permuting grid fields such that rate vectors of each grid cell were populated by 
randomly selected mean firing-field rates.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed in Python 2.7 (RRID: SCR_008394). Specific statistical tests used are 
stated throughout the text and were taken from Python scipy.stats (RRID: SCR_008058).
Poisson process
To compare the measured discharge patterns with model spike trains that result in the same rate 
maps but lack intrinsic bursts, we constructed surrogate spike trains for each recording session of a 
given grid cell. To do so, we generated rate-modulated Poisson spike trains by using the original 
rate maps and animal trajectories. As the total number of model spikes in each field might deviate 
from the measured spike count, we first doubled the firing rates and then randomly drew as many 
spikes as the original firing field contained. This approach assures that the simulated and the 
original firing fields have the same mean firing rate.
Spike-train characteristics
Spike-train autocorrelations and inter-spike interval (ISI) distributions were calculated from binned 
data. The bin width was 2 ms. For the field-wise comparison of autocorrelations and short ISIs, the 
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spike times of single runs through each firing field were concatenated with a 10 sec interval 
between the last spike of a run and the first spike of the next run through the same field. A burst was
defined as at least two spikes separated by an ISI of less than 10 ms. To compare ISI distributions 
on time scales relevant for burst firing, the distributions were first normalized in the window from 0
ms to 20 ms.
Extraction of theta-band oscillations and theta phases from the local field potential
Diehl et al. 2017 recorded not only single-unit activity but also the continuous local field potential 
(LFP). To extract theta-band oscillations, we filtered the LFP signal with a butterworth bandpass 
filter (6-11 Hz). The theta phase of a spike was then calculated using the Hilbert transform (taken 
from Python scipy.signal (RRID:SCR_008058)) of the filtered LFP. We used the convention that 0° 
denotes the LFP peak. Spike phase histograms were built with 36 bins, each 10  wide, and were 
normalized by the total number of spikes occurring during the recording.
Results
Modifications in contextual cues cause firing-rate changes in rodent grid cells that differ from firing
field to firing field, a phenomenon known as "rate remapping" (Diehl et al., 2017, Ismakov et al., 
2017). These changes might reflect changes in the higher-order spike-train statistics or occur 
independently of fine temporal details in neural activity. To distinguish between these functionally 
distinct alternatives, we re-analyzed grid-cell data recorded by Diehl et al. (2017). For details, see 
Material and Methods. These recordings were obtained from the dorsal medial entorhinal cortex 
(mEC) while rats randomly foraged in a square enclosure (100 x 100 cm) whose walls were black 
for two sessions (B/B’) and white for two sessions (W/W’). The order of the wall colorations was 
either BWW’B’ or WBB’W’ and the starting color was chosen randomly. Each block consisted of 
four 10-minute recording sessions with 5-minute pauses in between, as shown in Figure 1a for a 
BWW’B’ session. The location of grid fields (see also Material and Methods: Firing-field 
identification) remained constant but the field-specific firing rates changed (Figure 1b). This can 
readily be seen by calculating the mean firing rate for each firing field and entering these values 
into a rate vector (see Material and Methods). Comparing these vectors across the four sessions of 
each cell (Figure 1c) shows that the firing rates of corresponding fields are similar between sessions
with matching colors but not across sessions with non-matching colors, as reported by Diehl et al. 
(2017).
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Heterogeneity between firing fields is not the result of altered burst firing
Consistent with previous reports (Diehl et al., 2017, Dunn et al., 2017, Ismakov et al., 2017), we 
observed that within a given environment grid-cell firing rates varied strongly from field to field. To
quantify this finding, we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) of the mean in-field firing rates
from the firing-rate maps of each cell and session. Across these samples, we obtained an average 
CV of 0.40 (Figure 2a). 
If this variability resulted from differences in burst firing, the CV should decrease strongly after 
bursts have been removed from the analysis. In a next step, we therefore excluded all spikes 
following another spike with an inter-spike interval (ISI) of less than 10ms (“without burst”) so that 
only isolated spikes and the first spike of each burst remained for the analysis. The CV distributions
of the mean in-field firing rates without bursts had an average CV of 0.39 and were indistingishable 
from those with bursts (two-sample t-test: statistic=0.71, p-value=0.48). Repeating the same 
analyses with a cut-off of 6ms or 8ms did not change the results (data not shown). Furthermore, for 
each recording the mean burst length was highly similar across firing fields (average CV: 0.06) 
(Figure 2b). These data demonstrate that burst firing does not explain the heterogeneity in firing 
between the firing fields of each grid cell and session.
Rate remapping does not hint at changes in burst firing 
Although the firing-field variability within one enclosure does not hint at differences in burst firing, 
burst firing might change under rate remapping. To tackle this possibility, we performed two 
analyses to detect similarities or differences in burst behavior. First, we compared the four ISI 
histograms of a given grid cell and focused on ISI-values relevant for burst firing (ISI<20ms). We 
observed that ISI histograms were similar across different conditions but differed from cell to cell, 
as shown by the two example cells in Figure 3a. We quantified this finding by calculating the 
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the normalized probability density functions of the ISI 
distributions for WW (W/W’), BB (B/B’), and BW (B/W, B/W’, B’/W and B’/W’) and compared 
the distributions using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. This test showed that the ISI distributions 
were similar in the white and black boxes (WW vs. BB: KS test: statistic=0.18, p-value=0.62; WW 
vs. BW: KS test: statistic=0.14, p-value=0.63; BB vs. BW: KS test: statistic=0.15, p-value=0.51). In
contrast, the ISI histograms differed from cell to cell. This can be seen by comparing the KL 
divergence across environments with the distribution across cells (KS test: statistic=0.45, p-
value=8.98e-11). We then wondered whether the same holds true for spike-train autocorrelations. In
a first step, we calculated the Pearson-Correlation-Coefficient of matching (median correlation 
coefficient for WW across all neurons: r=0.85; for BB: r=0.85) and non-matching colors (r=0.83). A
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KS test showed that the three distributions were similar (WW vs. BB: statistic=0.18, pvalue=0.62; 
WW vs. BW: statistic=0.18, pvalue=0.29; BB vs. BW: statistic=0.15, pvalue=0.50), as depicted in 
Figure 3b for same two example cells as in Figure 3a. As a control, we created sets of surrogate 
data. To this end, we combined spike-train autocorrelations from two different cells and calculated 
the Pearson-Correlation-Coefficient of matching (median correlation coefficient for WW surrogate: 
r=0.63; for BB surrogate: r=0.69) and non-matching colors (BW surrogate r=0.64). The KS test 
showed a significant difference of the WW/WW surrogate (statistic = 0.53, p-value: 7.29e-05), BB/
BB surrogate (statistic = 0.50, p-value = 2.20e-04), and BW/BW surrogate (statistic = 0.53, p-value 
= 2.07e-07). We conclude that there are significant cell-to-cell differences in the ISI distributions 
and spike-train autocorrelations but no contextual changes when all firing fields of a grid cell are 
considered together.  
Next, we evaluated whether the redistribution of mean in-field firing rates across grid fields results 
from differences in bursting behavior. To this end, we counted the absolute and relative number of 
bursts within each grid field and entered these values into a vector for each grid cell and each 10-
min session (Figure 3c). By comparing the vectors across sessions, we confirmed that the absolute 
number of bursts were similar between sessions with matching box colors (median Spearman’s rank
correlation for WW: 0.80; for BB: and 0.82) as shown in Figure 3d. For non-matching box colors 
we observed a weaker correlation (median Spearman’s rank correlation: 0.40). Label shuffling led 
to a median Spearman’s rank correlation of 0.00. This demonstrates that the correlations between 
sessions in matching and non-matching box colors are significant (KS test for WW: statistic=0.54, 
p-value=1.16e-09; for BB: statistic=0.67, p-value=1.03e-14; for BW: statistic=0.21, p-value=4.14e-
06). In contrast, the relative number of bursts shows a low median Spearman’s rank correlation for 
the matching and non-matching cases (median Spearman’s rank correlation for WW: 0.37; for BB: 
0.39; for BW: 0.03) as depicted in Figure 3d. Label shuffling indicates that the correlations are 
weakly significant (KS test for WW: statistic: 0.25, p-value: 0.02; for BB: statistic: 0.24, p-value: 
0.02) for matching colors and not significant for non-matching colors (KS test: statistic=0.11, 
p-value=0.08). The relative number of bursts rather fluctuates around one specific value, which 
varies from cell to cell. We also did not see effects that depend on the order of box-color changes. 
This indicates that the redistribution of the firing rates in the color-change paradigm is not the result
of altered burst firing. 
Mean in-field firing rates with and without bursts are proportional for each cell
As changed burst firing is neither required to explain rate remapping nor the firing-rate variability 
across fields, we expected that in-field firing rates with and without bursts were correlated. Indeed, 
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we observed a linear relation between the firing rate with and without bursts (Figure 4a). For each 
cell, a linear regression line fits the data well (p-values < 1.35e-05). The slopes vary between 0.62 
and 0.95 and the intercepts between -0.20 and 0.57 (Figure 4b). Since the distributions are similar 
for black and white environments (Wilcoxon-rank sum test: slope: statistic=293.0, p-value=0.53, 
intercept: statistic=236.0, p-value=0.43), we pooled the data for each cell across environments. 
However, the variability in the slopes did not appear compatible with a simple Poisson process. To 
quantify this finding, we simulated spike trains generated with inhomogeneous Poisson processes 
based on the individual firing-rate maps and animal trajectories (Materials and Methods) and 
repeated the previous analysis. To create model spike trains without "bursts", we removed all spikes
following an inter-spike interval of less than 10ms. We again found a linear relation between the 
mean in-field firing rate with and without "bursts" (Figure 4c). The distribution of the slopes ranged
from 0.75 to 0.94 (Figure 4d) and differed from the original data (Wilcoxon-rank sum test: slope: 
statistic=6.0, p-value=2.79e-07). This was to be expected as for a Poisson process, the relation 
between the number of "bursts" and the number of all events is similar in each firing field. These 
findings underscore that grid-cell firing deviates from Poisson spiking but do not hint at a particular 
role of burst events.
Rate remapping is not reflected in the local field potential
In line with previous work (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Sanders et al., 2015), Sanders et al. (2018) 
provided evidence that under hippocampal rate remapping, the two halves of the theta cycle have 
different functions for place cells in CA1, but not in CA3. For each cell, these authors compared 
place fields in which rate remapping was observed. On a place-field-by-place-field basis, they 
defined a "low-rate condition" as the condition for which the cell's firing rate (in that particular 
field) was lower than in the other condition, named "high-rate condition" (for that field). In the low-
rate condition, place cells in CA1 tended to spike during the second half of the theta cycle while the 
first half was preferred in the high-rate condition. This type of theta-phase dependence was not 
observed in CA3. The medial entorhinal cortex, populated by grid cells, projects both directly and 
indirectly to CA1 and CA3. This raises the question whether grid-cell firing under remapping is 
reminiscent of place-cell firing in CA1 or place-cell firing in CA3 or shows yet another behavior. 
Before we address this question, let us first ask whether for a given environment, spike phases differ
between grid fields with higher rate and fields with lower rate. To this end, we constructed – for 
each grid cell and recording – a polar histogram of the spikes occurring in the grid field with the 
highest mean firing rate and of the spikes occurring in the grid field with the lowest mean firing 
rate. We then calculated the (circular) difference of the circular means of both histograms for each 
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recording session (Figure 5a). Across cells and sessions, circular statistics gives a mean difference 
of -7° with a standard deviation of 52° (Figure 5b, left panel). These data suggest that field-to-field 
differences in the firing rates of a given grid cell are not mirrored in phase differences relative to the
LFP.
Still, rate remapping could cause phase shifts. Following Sanders et al. (2018), we compared high-
rate and low-rate conditions across differently colored environments (BW). Circular statistics did 
not reveal significant differences in the theta-phase preferences between the high-rate and the low-
rate conditions (mean = 1°, std = 55°), as shown in the middle panel of Figure 5b. As a control, we 
also compared high-rate vs. low-rate conditions from the first and second recording with the same 
coloring (WW or BB). Here, we obtained a mean of -4° (std = 43°), see the right panel of Figure 5b.
We conclude that mEC grid cells do not show the firing-rate-dependent phase-preferences of CA1 
place cells but rather the characteristics of CA3 cells. This suggests that the behavior exhibited by 
CA1 place cells is not caused by mEC grid-cell inputs. 
Discussion 
Grid cells encode spatial information not only in their firing-rate based activity fields but also at a 
finer temporal scale via theta-range phase precession (Hafting et al., 2008). In addition, grid cells 
represent contextual information through field-to-field variations in their firing rates (Diehl et al., 
2017; Ismakov et al., 2017). Whether these variations are due to differences in the higher-order 
spike statistics, such as burst firing, or simply result from different activity levels has not been 
addressed in the literature. To tackle this question, which is key for a comprehensive understanding 
of the grid-cell code, we investigated the fine-scale temporal behavior of grid cells field-by-field 
and studied its potential impact on the firing-rate variability.
It has been suggested that burst duration might encode information (Kepecs and Lisman., 2003), 
and indeed, burst duration coding is present in other neural systems (Eyherabide et al., 2009, Avila-
Akerberg et al., 2010). However, in the grid-cell data analyzed in the present study, the number of 
spikes per burst does not vary significantly between firing fields. Furthermore, we found that the 
appearance of bursts does not influence the heterogeneity between firing fields. We also did not find
differences in the ISI distributions (ISI < 20 ms) and the autocorrelations of each grid cell within the
same or across differently colored enclosures. Furthermore, although the absolute number of bursts 
varied from field to field, the ratio between bursts and all events was constant between fields and 
recording sessions. This indicates that individual grid cells have a specific bursting behavior and the
redistribution of the firing rates across their grid fields is not the result of modified burst firing. This
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finding is supported by the observation that in all firing fields of a given grid cell the mean firing 
rates with and without bursts are proportional. Different cells, however, differ in their burst 
behavior. This is consistent with the existence of bursty and non-bursty grid cells (Latuske et al., 
2015, Csórdas et al., 2019). It remains an open question whether the burstiness of a grid cell differs 
in novel versus familiar environments. 
Our analysis shows that neither the heterogeneity of the firing fields of a given grid cell nor the 
redistribution of its firing rates under contextual changes is the result of altered burst firing. These 
results are in line with findings in CA1 and CA3, which demonstrate that hippocampal rate 
remapping is not the result of modulations in burst firing (Sanders et al., 2018). We have also shown
that neither the heterogeneity of the firing rates nor rate remapping leads to changes in the preferred
spike phases. This is in line with results shown for rate remapping of place cells in CA3 but not 
with the results of place cells in CA1 (Sanders et al., 2018). The grid cells analyzed by Diehl et al. 
(2017) reside in superficial mEC layers which directly project to CA1 and CA3. In contrast to phase
precession phenomena (Schlesiger et al., 2015), the preferred spike phases during rate remapping in
CA1 can thus not be inherited form grid cells. More generally, our findings suggest that the field-to-
field variability of grid-cell firing and its context-dependent modulation are not caused by precisely 
timed inputs but rather by a gradual increase or decrease of grid-cell excitability.
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Figures
Figure 1: Remapping of grid-cell firing rates.
(a) Schematic drawing of the experimental paradigm. With interleaved resting periods, the animal 
explored a square box whose wall colors were altered between black and white according to a 
BWW’B’ or WBB’W’ sequence. (b) Firing-rate maps of an example grid cell that was recorded 
across all four conditions. The individual firing fields are encircled by a colored line. Shape and 
position of each firing field is almost identical in all four conditions. (c) Mean firing rates, in 
matching colors, for the four fields shown in (b). The Rate Vectors (RVs) above the color bars 
represent the mean firing rates within each grid field. The average Spearman correlation of the RVs 
is high between matching conditions but low across different conditions. 
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Figure 2: Heterogeneity of firing fields is not caused by burst activity.
(a) Population results for the firing-rate variability. For each grid cell and recordings session, firing 
fields were identified and mean discharge rates were computed field-by-field. Their variability was 
measured in terms of the coefficient of variation (CV) and averaged across sessions and cells. The 
left panel is based on the original spike data. For the second panel burst-like discharges were 
discarded by removing all spikes with a preceding inter-spike interval (ISI) of less than 10 ms. (b) 
Population results for the burst-length variability, calculated as the CV of the number of spikes 
within a burst. 
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Figure 3: Rate remapping does not hint at changes in burst firing.
(a) ISI histograms and (b) autocorrelations of two example cells. The white and black colors of the 
filled areas mark the colors of the respective enclosure walls. (c) Number of bursts per firing field 
(left) and relative number of bursts (right). Black/white enclosures are indicated by lack/grey lines, 
respectively. Line style denotes the first (solid) and second (dashed) session in that enclosure. (d) 
Population results of the absolute and relative burst numbers across all cells, as quantified by 
Spearman Correlations for the specific wall combinations WW, BB and BW, as well as for shuffled 
labels. Blue lines indicate the population median.
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Figure 4: Mean firing rates with and without bursts are proportional.
(a) Each dot represents the mean firing rate in a firing field calculated with all spikes ("with bursts")
on the x-axis and after spikes with a previous ISI < 10 ms were removed ("without bursts") on the 
y-axis. Left panel: Population results. Firing fields of a specific cell have the same color. Right 
panel: One example cell, together with the linear regression line. (b) Population results from 
measured grid cells: Distribution of the linear regression slopes (left column) and distribution of the
linear regression intercepts (right column). (c) Model firing rate maps were simulated with 
inhomogeneous Poisson processes that were based on the original firing rate maps and movement 
patterns. The firing field sizes and positions as well as the number of spikes per firing field are 
exactly the same than in the original data. Left panel: Population results. As in (a), the firing fields 
of a specific cell have the same color. Right panel: One example cell, together with the linear 
regression line.  (d) Population results as in (b) but now from the Poisson model. 
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Figure 5: Spike phases do not differ between high and low firing rates.
(a) For one example cell, distributions of spike phases relative to the theta-band oscillation in the 
local field potential (LFP) are shown for the four environments (W, W’, B, B’). Red (blue) curves 
represent the spike phases in the firing field with the highest (lowest) mean firing rate. Dashed lines 
mark the circular means of the two distributions. (b) The differences between the circular mean of 
the spike phase distribution in the high rate condition and the low rate condition are shown. For the 
left panel the high/low rate condition is defined as in Figure 5A, i.e., as the firing field with the 
highest/lowest mean firing rate within each recording. All four environments are treated 
independently and the differences between the two circular means (high rate minus low rate) are 
collected across cells and environments. In the middle panel we compared spike phases from the 
same firing fields under rate remapping, as Sanders et al. (2018) did for hippocampal place cells. 
Accordingly, high/low-rate condition is defined as the condition with the higher/lower mean firing 
rate for that particular firing field. All scenarios (W/B, W/B’, W’/B, and W’/B’) are considered 
across all cells. In the right panel we compare, as a control, the recordings from the two white/black
environments of each cells. The two possible combinations (W/W’ and B/B’) are pooled across all 
cells. In the third panel we considered the recording from the white and the black environments of 
each cell. As the position of each firing fields is the same in all four recording sessions, we 
compared the spike phase distributions for each firing field in W/B, W/B’, W’/B, and W’/B’. We 
defined the high/low-rate condition as the firing field with the higher/lower mean firing rate. For 
each firing field the circular means of the phase distributions were calculated. The distribution of 
the differences of the circular means are shown across cells. In all three panels the light grey dotted 
line denotes the circular mean of the respective distribution.
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4
DISCUSS ION, CONCLUS ION AND OUTLOOK
In this thesis, we study the heterogeneity of firing rates in grid
cells. The field-to-field variability of grid cells’ activity has been
observed for movements along linear tracks as well as in ￿d
environments. Here, we investigate the phenomenon in both, ￿d
and ￿d environments. The scope, however, is different. In chapter
￿, we explain the field-to-field variability in ￿d environments
by a pure rate coding approach. In chapter ￿, by contrast, we
are interested in the temporal code underlying the field-to-field
variability in ￿d environments.
Let us start with grid cell activity on a linear track, a quasi
￿d environment. When an animal runs along such a track the
firing rates vary widely from field to field and the firing patterns
of left to right and right to left runs seem to differ [￿￿]. As
shown in chapter ￿, this can be explained by slices through
a highly regular ￿d hexagonal firing pattern if a translational
shift is allowed when the animal turns around and runs in the
opposite direction [￿￿]. In this part of the thesis, we assume a
pure rate coding mechanism and ignore information possibly
encoded in the spike-trains temporal structure. In ￿￿￿￿, Adrian
and Zotterman have already shown the existence of rate coding in
the motor cortex [￿]. Hubel andWiesel demonstrated in ￿￿￿￿ that
the firing rate of neurons in the primary visual cortex encodes
information about the orientation of edges or bars of light in their
receptive field [￿￿]. In place cells the firing rate also seems to be
important for coding because they are active at a certain location
￿￿
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
in the environment and silent elsewhere. A good example for
rate coding in grid cells and place cells is rate remapping as the
position of each firing field remains stable while the firing rate
changes (see chapter ￿). In chapter ￿ we demonstrate that the
field-to-field variability on a linear track can be explained by a
simple rate model and that this is not only true for one running
direction.
However, we cannot exclude that the "real" reason of this
variability is another. In the literature, numerous variables are
discussed as sources of neural variability [￿￿￿]. Potential ones
are the past experience of the animal, i.e., the history of the
experiment [￿￿, ￿￿￿, ￿￿￿] or the animal’s attention. When the
animal pays more attention to the task, a reduction of the neural
variability has been reported for example in the areas V￿ [￿￿] and
V￿ [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. For the data analyzed in chapter ￿, this would
mean that the animal pays much more attention in one firing
field than in another one while it is running with an almost
constant (high) speed along the track. Similarly, one can argue
against fieldwise differences because of the experiment’s history.
According to this, it is very unlikely that the animal’s attention or
the experiment’s history is the source of the variability in chapter
￿. They might explain differences in the firing from session to
session or from run to run but not from field to field.
New experiments could validate our hypotheses that the grid-
cell activity along a linear track comes from slices through the ￿d
hexagonal grid pattern if translational shifts of the pattern are
allowed at themovement turning points. Grid cells or conjunctive
grid-by-head-direction cells could be recorded in a familiar, large
￿d environment as well as on a familiar linear track. Thereby,
this track should be positioned without boundaries and with
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿
various orientations in the ￿d arena. It is important that the track
is long enough to obtain at least four firing fields per running
direction. Moreover, several cells of the same module need to
be recorded simultaneously to make a statistically significant
statement about a common shift of the underlying pattern at the
movement turning point. Grid-parameters can be derived from
the ￿d experiment and compared with the parameters derived
from the linear track data according to the procedure suggested
in chapter ￿. For conjunctive cells, a clearly modulated firing
activity is expected when one running direction fits the preferred
head direction of the cell, while the cell is inactive for runs in the
opposite direction. Moreover, they are silent for both running
directions if the linear track is placed in another direction.
In ￿￿￿￿, three studies reported a heterogeneity of the grid
cell’s firing fields in ￿d environments [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿]. Furthermore, a
redistribution of the firing rates has been shown if the color of
the enclosure is changed from black to white or vice versa [￿￿].
As already described above, rate coding is used in various parts
of the brain. Therefore, the spike activity of a cell is usually aver-
aged over the course of minutes. Several studies have shown that
information is encoded at the level of milliseconds [￿￿￿]. As there
are a number of organisms which can distinguish diverse stimuli
within this time frame, sound localization is an example that
rate coding might be to slow [￿￿￿]. Many studies, however, have
focused on firing rates and not on the underlying spiking pattern.
In chapter ￿, we shift our attention to the temporal structure
underlying the field-to-field variability or rate remapping.
That both, rate and temporal coding, are important has been
observed among others in the mammalian gustatory system
[￿￿]. The rate provides the basic taste information such as sweet
￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ￿￿￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
while the temporal code might determine its identity such as
glucose or fructose [￿￿]. One considerable temporal code is
transmitting information via burst firing. Various studies have
shown that interspike intervals of subsequent spikes can convey
more information about a stimulus than the rate code [￿￿, ￿￿,
￿￿]. Further, it has been reported that information about stimuli
can be encoded by the number of spikes per burst whereby this
cannot be interpreted by a rate code [￿￿]. Thus, a temporal and
a rate code can occur independently of each other. However, if
single spikes would be replaced by bursts, one may observe an
increase of the firing rate [￿￿￿]. Moreover, individual neurons
can change from bursting to tonic spiking and vice versa [￿￿,
￿￿]. This could lead to the assumption that the field-to-field
variability of grid cells recorded in ￿d can be explained by field-
wise differences in the bursting behaviour. Our analysis in chapter
￿ does not support this hypothesis. What’s more, we show that
the bursting behaviour of a neuron does not change in the case of
rate remapping [￿￿]. These results are in line with the findings in
CA￿ and CA￿ place cells [￿￿￿]. Like in the mammalian gustatory
system, the temporal and the rate code of place and grid cells seem
to convey different information while rate remapping occurs. In
the data analyzed in chapter ￿, the firing rate appears to encode
the differences of the wall color. The temporal burst ratio, by
contrast, stays constant.
However, it is not clear whether grid cells use a burst code as
many other cells do. To test this, an analysis similar to the one in
chapter ￿ could be performed on recordings in different familiar
or novel environments. That way, one can investigate whether the
bursting behavior changes and, thus, can be applied to encode or
transfer information.
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